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Introduction
The U.S. is not on track to achieve the aggressive emissions

reductions needed to avoid the worst impacts of climate

change. If we ever had the luxury of rejecting some clean

energy solutions in favor of others, the time for such

selectiveness is now over. To accomplish the enormous and

urgent task ahead of us, policymakers, energy companies,

project developers, investors, consumers, and climate

advocates must push for every available tool to eliminate

carbon pollution as quickly and e�ciently as possible.

Meanwhile, climate action at the federal level seems unlikely

for the remainder of the current administration, making state

leadership more important than ever. Most states already

have taken advantage of one particular policy mechanism to

cut carbon in the power sector. Using Renewable Portfolio

Standards (RPS), these states require that a certain amount

of electricity sold within their borders come from carbon-free

renewables like wind and solar. This is a good step in the right

direction. However, states could cut emissions more
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a�ordably, rapidly, and reliably if their policies extended to a

wider set of carbon-free resources.

A state could create a Clean Energy Standard (CES) instead of

a Renewable Portfolio Standard, which would take advantage

of renewables as well as existing and new nuclear, carbon

capture and storage, waste-to-energy, and other

technologies in its e�ort to eliminate carbon from the power

sector. By putting additional clean energy options on the

table, most states would be able to set much more ambitious

targets for emissions reduction — often doubling their

current RPS levels — and some unexpected states could

rapidly become new leaders in the �ght against climate

change.

In this report, we summarize the current status of U.S.

decarbonization and discuss the role that existing RPS

policies play in that e�ort. We then explain why states should

consider a CES instead, using the inclusion of nuclear power

plants to illustrate the bene�ts of a broader portfolio

standard. Finally, in a “wonky” appendix, we provide details

on how states can design and implement Clean Energy

Standards that best meet their needs.

The Decarbonization Challenge
To do its part in international e�orts to combat climate

change, the U.S. should cut its net CO2  emissions by at least

80% by 2050, a goal commonly referred to as “deep

decarbonization.” 1  Emissions from the U.S. power sector

have been ticking down in recent years, but not nearly fast

enough to stay on track with climate goals. Most of the recent

progress on CO2 reduction has been the result of switching

from coal-�red power plants to natural gas plants, which

produce fewer emissions. 2  But there’s only so much more

bene�t we can squeeze out of this tactic, as U.S. coal plants

dwindle. And while they might produce less of it, natural gas

plants are still a signi�cant source of CO2. Therefore,

eliminating emissions in the power sector will require a



massive increase in carbon-free electricity generation to

replace fossil fuels — and fast.

Traditional hydropower from dams has long been an

important source of zero-carbon electricity. However, its

growth potential has been severely limited by geographical,

environmental, and political challenges. Nuclear has

consistently been the backbone of U.S. clean energy,

generating the majority of the country’s carbon-free power

for decades. But nuclear’s contribution to decarbonization is

actually diminishing, as plants struggle to compete with

cheap natural gas, and are unable to bene�t from policies

that boost renewables. Five nuclear plants have closed since

2013 — leading to increased fossil generation and subsequent

emissions growth — and more than half the remaining �eet

is facing �nancial challenges. 3

Renewables have been a bright spot. After a decade of strong

policy support and aggressive build-out, the share of

electricity from wind and solar increased from about 1% in

2008 to 10% in 2017. 4

Unless states take swift action, the Energy
Information Administration projects that just
41% of U.S. electricity will come from clean
energy sources in 2050, up only slightly from the
37.5% today.
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But even under relatively optimistic deployment projections,

renewables alone are not likely to catch us up to our clean

energy and emissions goals. Unless states take swift action,

the Energy Information Administration projects that just 41%

of U.S. electricity will come from clean energy sources in 2050,

up only slightly from the 37.5% today. 5  Moving that

forecasted 41% of low-carbon electricity to 100% is a central

challenge of climate action — and it will require far more

e�ective, ambitious, and far-reaching policy solutions than

are currently being employed.

Role of Portfolio Standards
One of the most powerful decarbonization policies currently

in place at the state level is the portfolio standard. A portfolio

standard requires load-serving entities (utilities) to sell a

certain percentage of their electricity from a speci�c type of

resource by a certain year. Portfolio standards are most

commonly used in the U.S. to promote renewable electricity

sources like solar, wind, hydropower, and geothermal. In fact,

27 states and the District of Columbia currently have a

binding, share-based Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) in

place, with an average requirement of 26% renewables and

an average target year of 2022. 6  Collectively, these policies

currently mandate that at least 16% of the total U.S.

electricity supply will come from carbon-free renewable



resources in the coming years. 7  While this would only

contribute a fraction of the change needed to fully

decarbonize the grid, it suggests that portfolio standards can

play an important role in the process.

In the absence of a federal mandate for renewable generation,

RPS programs are among the most prominent clean energy

policies in the U.S. today. Researchers at the Lawrence

Berkeley National Laboratory observed that more than 60%

of renewables deployment since 2000 has occurred in states

with an RPS in place. 8 Furthermore, studies estimating the

costs and bene�ts of RPS policies have found that the

bene�ts tend to outweigh the costs by signi�cant amounts.

For example, a di�erent Berkeley Lab study found that the

national costs of RPS compliance in 2013 were approximately

$1 billion, while bene�ts from reduced carbon emissions

totaled $2.2 billion and public health bene�ts came to an

impressive $5.2 billion. 9  In short, RPS policies appear to

foster renewables deployment, their bene�ts exceed their

costs, and, in aggregate, they ensure that at least one-sixth

of U.S. electricity will come from renewable sources in the

coming decade.



Accelerating Climate Action
with Clean Energy Standards
There are a number of reasons a state might want to promote

renewable electricity, including the development of new

industries and opportunities for the local workforce. But if

�ghting climate change is a major part of the rationale, states

would be able to accomplish even more by using portfolio

standards to promote a wider range of clean energy tools,

including renewables, hydropower, nuclear, and carbon

capture. Opting for this kind of technology-inclusive Clean

Energy Standard (CES) would allow states to set more

ambitious targets for carbon-free power, create a backstop

against any future growth of dirty fossil fuels, and expand

political support to achieve emissions goals more rapidly.

Finally, choosing a broader CES would also provide

encouraging signals to emerging carbon-free technologies

that there is a market available if or when they become

commercially viable.

Encouraging States to Aim Higher
Completely eliminating greenhouse gas emissions from

electricity generation is a daunting task. While 27 states and

the District of Columbia have set renewable electricity

mandates, only one (Hawaii) has raised its target all the way

to 100% of power consumption. Most are set at or below

25%. 10  That leaves a considerable distance to travel before

A technology-inclusive #CleanEnergyStandard
would allow states to set more ambitious targets
for carbon-free power, create a backstop
against any future growth of dirty fossil fuels,
and expand political support to achieve
emissions goals more rapidly.
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full decarbonization. Many of these states could help close

the gap — and make the idea of a fully decarbonized grid

seem a lot less harrowing — simply by acknowledging some

of the clean energy tools they’re already using.

Nuclear is the biggest of these “unclaimed” resources by far.

Large amounts of reliable low-carbon nuclear power are

generated in 17 of the states with an RPS, yet none of them

factor this generation into their grid mandates. *

* Massachusetts allows nuclear plants put in operation after 2010 to
contribute to its Clean Energy Standard, thereby excluding the State’s only
existing nuclear facility. In Ohio, only advanced nuclear power would be
eligible to participate in the Alternative Energy Resource Standard. New York,
Illinois, and New Jersey each o�ers credits for nuclear generation to
encourage continued operation of their nuclear plants, but none factor this
generation into their mandates.

The graph below gives you a sense of just how badly these

states are shortchanging themselves. For instance,

Minnesota mandates that 26.5% of its power must come

from renewables by 2025, leaving nearly three-fourths of the

grid in need of transition. By simply adding the percentage of

its power that already comes from low-carbon nuclear to its

current renewables mandate, Minnesota could rocket forward

to a 50% CES. This doesn’t undo any incentives for

renewables, mind you. It just lets Minnesota continue its

decarbonization e�orts from a much stronger position.

Including zero-carbon resources (beyond renewables) in a

portfolio standard could put a state within striking distance



of the ultimate goal, and encourage it to stretch farther than

it might otherwise. Take Arizona, for instance. The Grand

Canyon State is rapidly approaching the 15% renewable

generation levels of its RPS mandate by 2025, and is

considering the next step for its RPS. One noteworthy option

on the table would require a 50% renewable grid by

2030. 11  But the proposal that’s getting even more attention

follows the CES model instead. By incorporating electricity

from the nuclear reactors that currently generate 29% of

Arizona’s power into the standard and allowing a wider

variety of low-carbon generators to contribute in the future,

this proposal would stretch the state’s target to a whopping

80% decarbonized grid by 2050. 12  If it chooses this CES

route, Arizona would launch itself to the head of the pack,

and boast the second most ambitious portfolio standard in

the country, tied with Massachusetts’s unique CES and

coming in behind Hawaii’s 100% renewable target. *

* Massachusetts has a portfolio standard that calls for 80% clean energy by
2050, and allows new nuclear and other non-renewable, carbon-free
sources to be eligible for the portion of the standard that exceeds the 45%
RPS.

Creates a Backstop against Dirty
Power
Portfolio standards don’t just help states arrive at a certain

percentage of carbon-free power. If they’re well designed,

they can help them stay there. Like all infrastructure, power

generation equipment eventually reaches the end of its useful

life and needs to be retired. With natural gas prices expected

to stay low for the foreseeable future, retirement of clean

energy capacity over the coming decades will present an

unfortunate opportunity for fossil power to increase its

market share. 13  One great feature of an RPS, though, is that

when a solar array or some other resource covered by the

standard goes o�ine, it will have to be replaced by another

carbon-free, renewable resource. So no matter how enticing

the price of gas is when the time for retirement comes, this

portion of the state’s electricity consumption will be o�-

limits to dirty power.



However, the problem with portfolio standards that only

cover renewables is that they don’t provide this same

protection when any other kind of zero-carbon resource

retires. This shortcoming will be particularly damaging to

decarbonization e�orts when it comes to nuclear

retirements. The nuclear �eet is responsible for keeping 20%

of U.S. power carbon-free. But because nuclear power isn’t

factored into any state RPS, there’s no backstop to guarantee

that this amount of generation stays carbon-free when

nuclear plants go o�ine. In fact, based on the increase in

fossil generation and emissions that have accompanied every

recent nuclear plant closure, it’s safe to assume that nuclear

retirements will continue to put signi�cant downward

pressure on the share of carbon-free power on the grid. 14

To keep from moving backwards, states can opt for clean

energy standards that recognize the contribution of all

carbon-free resources, ensure that this total generation sets

a “�oor” for clean electricity in the state’s power mix, and

continue raising the standard toward 100% as rapidly as

possible.

Broadens Political Support
To have any impact at all, a clean energy policy has to actually

get on the books — and stay there. This requires a signi�cant

amount of political backing. One thing that can drain public

support from even the most well-intended policy is cost.

Americans generally believe that government should take

steps to reduce emissions, but even ardent supporters lose

steam if carbon-cutting e�orts add too much to their electric



bills. 15  So it is crucial to maximize the e�ciency (and

thereby minimize the cost) of any power sector mandate in

order to make it politically viable.

There is ample research suggesting that a diverse

combination of low-carbon electricity sources, including

options like nuclear power, can o�er the most e�cient and

a�ordable path to drastically cutting emissions in the power

sector. Analyses from top U.S. universities and multinational

research consortia to the Obama White House support the

bene�ts of this technology-inclusive approach to

decarbonization. In fact, the only major studies that have

disputed this are the ones that chose to exclude non-

renewable technologies from their analyses altogether. 16  A

Clean Energy Standard would allow a state to take advantage

of the most cost-e�ective combination of technologies

needed to hit the target, and thus have a better chance of

overcoming the most challenging political hurdle to climate

action.

Republicans have complete control of government in 26

states, so ambitious portfolio standards will be hard to come

by in much of the country unless they can win support from

the right. 17  Arizona, one of those 26 bright red states, could

be a good indicator of what works politically and what

doesn’t. As mentioned above, Arizona is considering two

options for strengthening its current portfolio standard — a

50% RPS and an 80% Clean Energy Standard. Though the CES

would guarantee lower emissions than the RPS proposal, both

would be a step in the right direction. Neither will be easy to

Ample research shows that a diverse
combination of low-carbon electricity sources,
including options like nuclear power, can offer
the most efficient and affordable path to
drastically cutting emissions in the power sector.
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move across the �nish line, but the RPS ballot initiative has

faced considerably more pushback so far. 18  Republican

legislators are actively undermining the e�ort, objecting to

its exclusion of nuclear power and decrying its largest

proponent as a liberal billionaire from

California. 19  Meanwhile, the 80% Clean Energy Standard

regulatory proposal at least has the bene�t of including

Arizona’s politically popular Palo Verde nuclear plant. 20  And

the fact that it’s being championed by a GOP-appointed

utility commissioner and former Speaker of Arizona’s

(Republican-led) House of Representatives probably doesn’t

hurt either. 21

Don't Stop at Nuclear
In addition to nuclear plants, there are a number of other

non-renewable resources already helping states eliminate

greenhouse gas emissions from their power generation, and

some could play a much bigger role in the future. Carbon

capture and waste-to-energy facilities, for example, are

helpful tools that are currently excluded from most state

portfolio standards.

Carbon Capture
The Petra Nova facility in Texas became the �rst power plant

in the U.S. to use carbon capture and storage when it came

online in 2016. The only other project underway nationwide is

the NetPower natural gas demonstration facility, also in

Texas. But with a newly-expanded tax credit for carbon

storage and use, and continued advancement in capture

processes, some states will likely have a growing interest in

deploying carbon capture. 22  It might prove particularly

important for decarbonizing power systems that are heavily

reliant on natural gas, where it will be economically and

politically challenging to abandon recent investments in gas

infrastructure.

California, for instance, will likely continue using natural gas

as a �exible power source to balance renewable generation

for the next several decades. Analysis commissioned by the



state suggests that carbon capture for natural gas plants

could play an important role in meeting emissions targets. 23

New England is similarly reliant on natural gas, and lacks the

wide open spaces and strong land-based wind or solar

resources enjoyed by other regions. While o�shore wind may

become a clean energy powerhouse in the region, carbon

capture for natural gas plants would make New England’s

clean energy goals much easier to achieve. An inclusive

portfolio standard could make carbon capture retro�ts of

existing gas plants a more �nancially viable option, and give

gas-dependent states a tool to address a major emissions

source that is currently out of reach.

The percentage of a facility’s emissions that get captured can

vary depending on how a project is designed. 24  Each power

plant’s capture rate should be taken into account to ensure it

gets credited fairly within a clean energy standard. States

should also ensure that fossil fuel plants with carbon capture

are still required to meet the strictest emissions standards for

all other harmful pollutants.

Waste-to-Energy
Plants that combust municipal solid waste (MSW) to produce

power should also be considered when developing a CES.

While these “waste-to-energy” (WTE) plants do generate

greenhouse gas emissions — roughly on par with emissions

rates of natural gas plants — adding them to the grid actually

results in a net reduction of GHGs. That’s because the

emissions from combusting MSW for power are much smaller

than the emissions from disposing of that MSW in land�lls

without methane capture, the most common disposal

technique in the U.S. 25  While MSW combustion accounts for

less than 1% of U.S. power generation, demand for this

technology could grow, especially in states that are struggling

with space constraints and other waste management

challenges. States could consider a number of ways to allow a

limited amount of generation from these facilities to count

toward portfolio requirements, or convert their net GHG

reductions into the o�set credits given to WTE facility



owners. In any case, credit should be based on veri�able

lifecycle GHG emissions at each plant, and all plants should

continue to be held to the strictest air and water pollution

standards. 26

A smartly designed Clean Energy Standard would provide

states with maximum �exibility in their paths toward

decarbonization. With a CES target stretching decades into

the future, a state could lay the foundation for low-carbon

technologies that aren’t yet technically or economically

viable. That’s why it’s best to form standards around the

attributes you want (low-carbon power) instead of

requirements for speci�c technologies.

Conclusion
Renewable portfolio standards have proven themselves to be

both e�ective and politically viable as policy solutions to

promote carbon-free power and emissions reduction, and

they o�er states an important opportunity to move forward

on climate as Washington largely ignores the issue. However,

the rate of decarbonization of the U.S. power grid is still far

too slow. If climate leaders want to stay on track toward long-

term targets, it’s time to switch gears and move to more

aggressive clean energy policies. By pursuing clean energy

standards instead of the traditional RPS, states can protect

more of the carbon-free energy they already have, set more

aggressive goals for clean energy growth, and take advantage

of the most e�cient and cost-e�ective combination of

technologies to get the job done. For any state looking to

take more leadership on climate, a CES should be at the top of

the ideas list.

Appendix: Let's Get Wonky
Each state Renewable Portfolio Standard is structured slightly

di�erently to account for unique political, economic, and

resource considerations. A Clean Energy Standard should be

no di�erent. Even within a single state, di�erences in

geography, climate, and industrial activity can all present

unique challenges to a clean energy transition. In a CES, a



state can tailor the combination of local resources that meets

its needs most e�ciently. Below are a few factors a state

should consider when designing its own CES.

Basic Structure
There are several key decisions to make when engineering a

more inclusive portfolio standard. Most important is the

structure that will be used to group and compensate various

zero-carbon resources under the standard. Generally

speaking, a CES would take one of the following three forms.

1. Unified Standard:

A state could establish one blanket clean energy requirement

that allows all qualifying resources — renewables, nuclear,

and fossil plants with carbon capture — to compete with one

another in supplying the mandated amount of clean

electricity. Retailers and load-serving utilities would use

competitive procurement solicitations or spot market

purchases to buy the required quantity of low-carbon

electricity from the lowest-cost mix of qualifying sources.

Basically, this would mirror the structure used by existing

statewide renewable portfolio standards, only with more

eligible technology options to choose from. The proposal for

an 80% CES put forward by a member of Arizona’s public

utility commission follows this uni�ed model. *  What to

keep in mind with a uni�ed standard:

* The proposal by Commissioner Andy Tobin of the Arizona Corporation
Commission would keep the state’s existing 15% RPS in place, but the
remainder of the 80% requirement could be met by a wider set of carbon-free
resources.

Tobin, Andy. “Arizona’s Energy Modernization Plan (ACC).” Arizona
Corporation Commission. 30 Jan. 2018,
http://www.azcc.gov/commissioners/atobin/letters/energyplan.asp.
Accessed 22 June 2018.

More e�cient: This structure is the most e�cient from

an economic perspective. A �exible, technology-neutral

standard allows all new sources of carbon-free power to

compete and requires utilities and retailers to �nd the

cheapest mix of resources to get the job done.

http://www.azcc.gov/commissioners/atobin/letters/energyplan.asp


Technology-neutral: If a state wanted to ensure that a

favored clean energy resource gets deployed, or support a

promising but less mature technology that can’t compete

against established clean energy sources, it would need

complementary policies, like a technology-speci�c tax

credit.

Enables more ambitious targets: An expanded list of

eligible resources is an opportunity to set more ambitious

goals for carbon-free power — it is not a short-cut to

meet current targets with existing resources. A uni�ed

standard should always be set at a level that requires

additional growth of clean energy.

2. T iered Standard:

A state could also create a multi-tiered CES that partially

separates certain resources. In most cases, covered utilities

and retailers would only be allowed to use politically-favored

renewables, like wind and solar, to meet the requirements of

the �rst tier. In addition, they would need to purchase even

more clean power to meet the requirements of a second tier.

This second tier could be satis�ed using any combination of

wind, solar, and a wider set of low-carbon options (existing

nuclear, new nuclear, uprated hydroelectric generation, fossil

plants with carbon capture, etc.).

Massachusetts implemented this kind of Clean Energy

Standard in 2017. A �rst tier requirement for renewables

starts at 13% in 2018 and grows at 1% per year to reach 45%

in 2050. The Clean Energy Standard sets a broader and more

ambitious goal, requiring Massachusetts to go beyond the

renewable energy targets and meet a requirement that starts

at 16% in 2018 and rises at 2% per year to 80% by 2050. The

portion of the Clean Energy Standard requirement that

exceeds the “renewables only” requirement constitutes the

second tier of the CES, and can be met by renewables as well

as a broader set of clean energy resources, such as new

hydropower, nuclear, and fossil plants with carbon

capture. *  What to keep in mind with a tiered structure:



* While Massachusetts has a nuclear reactor that accounts for 17% of in-
state generation and is facing closure due to �nancial challenges, only
resources built after December 31, 2010 can contribute to the clean energy
requirements. That means the state’s existing nuclear plant is barred from
participating in either tier of the clean energy standard and is scheduled to
close in 2019. This kind of major setback could be avoided by designing a
standard that counts existing clean energy resources, but sets an even more
aggressive overall goal.

“Fact Sheet: Electricity Sector Regulations.” Massachusetts Department of
Environmental Protection, Executive O�ce of Energy & Environmental A�airs.
Aug. 2017, http://www.massdep.org/BAW/air/3dfs-electricity.pdf. Accessed
22 June 2018.

Protecting priorities: A tiered structure allows states to

ensure that high-priority resources continue to grow,

without being crowded out by potentially lower-cost

alternatives. *

Some competition: The �exibility of the second tier allows

a limited amount of competition between resources, the

potential minimization of compliance costs, and an

opportunity for innovative generation technologies to

participate in later years.

Choose wisely: Standards created by legislation set a

course for years or even decades, and changing that course

later requires a heavy political lift. Prescriptive tiers set

with today’s information could prove overly restrictive in

the future. The more �exible the standard is, the better it

will be able to withstand the test of time.

*  Though it varies by location, the cost of procuring power from existing
nuclear facilities is usually less than building new renewables capacity.

Robson, Amber. “Preserving America’s Clean Energy Foundation.” Third Way.
8 Dec. 2016, https://www.thirdway.org/report/preserving-americas-clean-
energy-foundation. Accessed 22 June 2018.

Some states have included e�ciency, demand response, and other
alternatives to generation to their clean energy standards. This creates
several additional layers of complexity, one of which is a risk of crowding-
out renewable capacity growth.

Bird, Lori and Heeter, Jenny. “Including Alternative Resources in State
Renewable Portfolio Standards: Current Design and Implementation
Experience.” National Renewable Energy Laboratory. Nov. 2012,
https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy13osti/55979.pdf. Accessed 22 June 2018.

3. Parallel Credits:

http://www.massdep.org/BAW/air/3dfs-electricity.pdf
https://www.thirdway.org/report/preserving-americas-clean-energy-foundation
https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy13osti/55979.pdf


A state could choose to add a parallel component to its overall

clean energy goals in which a payment is administratively

established to compensate existing carbon-free resources,

like nuclear plants, for the climate bene�ts they provide.

Though it would operate separately, this payment

mechanism could exist alongside a CES (uni�ed or tiered) or

be implemented in conjunction with an RPS as part of a more

ambitious clean energy policy, as in the case of policies

enacted in Illinois and New York in 2016 and in New Jersey in

2018. 27  What to keep in mind with a parallel credit structure:

Divide and compensate: In some situations, projections

show that a particular resource (e.g. existing nuclear) is

likely to be consistently cheaper than other clean energy

options (e.g., building new renewables or carbon capture

infrastructure). In these cases, the overall cost of

compliance borne by consumers could be reduced by

isolating this lower-cost resource with its own

compensation structure. 28  If this resource were allowed

to compete with all the other resources, it would likely

fetch a higher compensation: in a truly competitive

market, all resources would earn the same as the price to

acquire the last megawatt-hour of clean energy needed to

meet the overall standard.

Name your price: If a state put existing carbon-free

resources such as nuclear plants in a compensation

structure by themselves, there might not be enough

suppliers to compete with one another, and market forces

therefore could not be relied upon to establish a fair price.

In this case, the state could minimize subsidy costs by

selecting a compensation value that is just large enough

to ensure continued operation of these

resources. *  Nuclear plant owners should be required to

open their books to regulators (in a con�dential setting)

in order to prove their �nancial need and help establish

the requisite payment.



Ensure net bene�ts: A state can also ensure that any

resources compensated with parallel credits produce net

bene�ts for the state and its ratepayers by linking

compensation to avoided damages. For example, Illinois

and New York base the value of their Zero Emissions

Credits on the estimated social damages caused by carbon

pollution avoided by nuclear power plants. If payments for

parallel credits never exceed the avoided costs or bene�ts

produced by clean energy resources, the public always

ends up ahead. 29

Play the long game: This approach can make sense as an

immediate solution to preserve the clean energy

foundation provided by existing nuclear plants. But there

are a number of shortcomings, including the lack of

guaranteed replacement with clean energy when credited

resources are eventually retired. A more e�ective long-

term strategy should focus on a �exible, technology-

neutral standard that allows all sources of carbon-free

power to compete, sets the “�oor” for clean energy’s

share of the power mix as high as possible, and requires

utilities and retailers to �nd the cheapest combination of

resources to get the job done.

* In the case of Illinois and New York, these payments are also adjusted if
average electricity market revenues increase in the future, reducing the
needed subsidy and saving consumers money. In the case of New Jersey,
state payments can be reduced to account for any subsequent state, federal,
or other policies that serve to reward nuclear plants for the same attribute as
the state crediting program, thereby avoiding “double-dipping” by plants
and limiting taxpayer contributions. See State of New York, Public Service
Commission, “The Clean Energy Standard Order,” 1 Aug. 2016.
https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All-Programs/Programs/Clean-Energy-
Standard. Accessed 22 June 2018; See also State of Illinois, General Assembly,
Public Act 099-0906 (“Future Energy Jobs Act”).
https://www2.illinois.gov/sites/ipa/Pages/default.aspx. Accessed 22 June,
2018; See also State of New Jersey, Legislature, S. 2313.
http://www.njleg.state.nj.us/2018/Bills/S2500/2313_I1.HTM. Accessed 22
June, 2018.

Allow Credit Trading
In most cases, utilities and retailers will own resources that

generate the power needed to comply with the CES, use

contracts to secure this power from resources owned by other

entities, or purchase it from wholesale power markets. Most

https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All-Programs/Programs/Clean-Energy-Standard
https://www2.illinois.gov/sites/ipa/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.njleg.state.nj.us/2018/Bills/S2500/2313_I1.HTM


states with a renewable portfolio standard have created new

markets or opted in to existing markets that assign and track

credits for renewable generation used for RPS compliance.

This allows for easier accounting and veri�cation of

compliance. It also provides �exibility for covered entities to

buy extra credits when needed or sell any credits for

generation in excess of their required amounts. To take

advantage of this �exibility and e�ciency, states should

create credit markets for a Clean Energy Standard, tailoring

crediting and market regulation to �t the overall structure

they’ve chosen for their CES (uni�ed, tiered, or parallel).

Avoiding a Credit Crash
In some circumstances, policy mechanisms with tradable

credits have allowed credit prices to reach very low levels. This

can occur when the policy’s targets aren’t set ambitiously

enough, causing an oversupply of credits, loss of credit value,

and an absence of incentive to deploy clean energy. Credit

values can also crash in cases where developers are racing to

take advantage of expiring tax incentives or immediately

after utilities have met an interim goal. Regardless of the

cause, this kind of volatility can deter clean energy

investment. Allowing utilities and other covered entities to

bank and borrow credits can help smooth prices over time

and avoid short-term busts. A state can also set a reasonable

“price �oor” under which the cost of trading could not fall.

Keeping Cost Under Control
Another concern among policymakers is the potential for

credit prices to spike under certain conditions, drastically

raising the cost of power to businesses and consumers. New

Jersey, for example, saw solar RECs surge to over $600 per

megawatt-hour from 2008 to 2011, before crashing to just

$75 before the end of 2012. 30  A well-designed CES could

avoid this by setting an upper limit on what covered entities

will be required to pay per low-carbon megawatt-hour.

Instead of setting a simple cap on trading prices, the ideal

mechanism for controlling cost would be an alternative

compliance payment (ACP). If the ACP were set at $50, for



instance, a covered entity could pay this amount instead of

purchasing from the credit market whenever credit prices

increased above $50 per megawatt-hour. This essentially sets

a cap of $50 per megawatt-hour on compliance costs. States

can then use the revenues collected through an ACP to

increase investments in clean energy innovation, grid

infrastructure, deployment incentives, or other steps to

address issues that could be limiting the availability of

carbon-free power and adding to the upward pressure on

credit prices.

Complementary Climate Policies
A portfolio standard, whether a CES or RPS, should not

preclude other state or federal e�orts to promote clean

energy and reduce emissions. In fact, policies like production

and investment tax credits, low-interest loans, and

investments in RD&D can all reduce the cost of deploying

clean energy resources, and thereby reduce the burden of

compliance costs borne by electricity consumers. If a state

were to implement a modest carbon tax, for instance, it could

raise revenues to pay for some or all of these complementary

policies, or to reduce the electricity bills of low-income

households or other utility customers vulnerable to cost

increases
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